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DISCOVER WHAT LOVE MEANS 
TO THE ADVENTURERS, THE 
LOVERS, THE FAMILIES, THE 
ENTREPRENUERS, ACTIVISTS, 
PHILANTHROPISTS AND CHILDREN 
FROM ALL CORNERS OF THE 
EARTH. STORIES OF LOVE LOSS, 
LOVE FOUND, LOVE RENEWED. 
THIS A REMINDER TO CELEBRATE 
LOVE EVERY SINGLE DAY. #LOVEISPROJECT combines social 

impact product while connecting 
people around the world through 
storytelling with a focus on the 
universal meaning of love.
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love 
never 

looked 
so good



LOCATION: Maai Mahiu, Kenya

ARTISANS EMPLOYED
#LOVEISPROJECT has worked with +150 Maasai artisans since 2014.

ECONOMICALLY EMPOWERED
With increased income, artisans have been able to invest their 
earnings into additional profit-generating projects (such as livestock), 
to better support the needs of their families and community. 
They have also used funds to improve their homes, such as the 
construction of roofs and other structures.

EDUCATION
100% of artisans are able to send their children to school, nationally 
less than 50% of children make it onto secondary school. 60 of these 
students have attended secondary school consistently for 3 years.

KENYA IMPACT
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THE ORIGINAL LOVE BRACELET 
The original LOVE bracelet has created a social movement 
around the world, connecting the maker and wearer in a 
common bond of love. Every purchase creates a sustainable 
livelihood for thousands of Maasai women and their families. 
For the Maasai, the red beads represent bravery, strength 
and unity.  Wear or gift a LOVE bracelet as a reminder to love 

and that you are loved.

SKU: LIP_RED  |  6”L x 0.625”W
Cow Leather, Glass Beads

WHSL: $16.70  |  MSRP: $25  
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SKINNY LOVE BRACELET
This is the slimmer version of the original LOVE bracelet. 

Perfect for men or for those who like to stack their 
arm candy.

SKU: LIP_SK_RED  |  6”L x 0.25”W
Cow Leather, Glass Beads

WHSL: $11.70  |  MSRP: $18
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LOVE BRACELET - BLACK AND GOLD
SKU: LIP_BLKGOLD   |  6”L x 0.625”W

Cow Leather, Glass Beads
WHSL: $16.70  |  MSRP: $25  
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SKINNY LOVE BRACELET - BLACK AND GOLD
SKU: LIP_BLKGOLD   |  6”L x 0.625”W

Cow Leather, Glass Beads
WHSL: $11.70  |  MSRP: $18  
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LOVE BRACELET - BLACK AND GOLD
SKU: LIP_BLKGOLD   |  6”L x 0.625”W

Cow Leather, Glass Beads
WHSL: $16.70  |  MSRP: $25



JE T’AIME BRACELET
SKU: LIP_JETAIME  | 6”L x 0.625”W

Cow Leather, Glass Beads
WHSL: $16.70  |  MSRP: $25  
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J’ADORE BRACELET
SKU: LIP_JADORE  | 6”L x 0.625”W

Cow Leather, Glass Beads
WHSL: $16.70  |  MSRP: $25  

AMOUR BRACELET
SKU: LIP_AMOUR  | 6”L x 0.625”W

Cow Leather, Glass Beads
WHSL: $16.70  |  MSRP: $25  
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AMOUR BRACELET MÉNAGE À TROIS PACK
O la la! Our Amour gift set comes with three ways to say 

LOVE in the language most famous for it: 
Je t’aime, J’adore, and Amour. 

SKU: LIP_AMOUR_PACK | 6”L x 0.625”W
Cow Leather, Glass Beads
WHSL: $50  |  MSRP: $70  
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SKU: LIP_PRIDE  |  6”L x 0.625”W
Cow Leather, Glass Beads

WHSL: $19.50  |  MSRP: $30

SKU: LIP_PRIDELOVE  |  6”L x 0.625”W
Cow Leather, Glass Beads

WHSL: $19.50  |  MSRP: $30

PRIDE BRACELET
Show your PRIDE! Introducing the PRIDE beaded rainbow 

bracelet. The LOVE bracelet created a social movement 
around the world, connecting the maker and wearer in a 
common bond of love. Wear or gift a PRIDE bracelet as a 

reminder that love is love. 
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LOVE PET COLLARS
We think our pets deserve a little love too!  Collars are made 
of durable reinforced leather and are available in 3 sizes, 

making these great options for dogs and cats. 

SKU: LIP_COLLAR_SM | 11”-13”L x 0.5”W
Cow Leather, Glass Beads
WHSL: $35  |  MSRP: $45  

SKU: LIP_COLLAR_MD | 14”-16”L x 1”W
Cow Leather, Glass Beads
WHSL: $45  |  MSRP: $55 

SKU: LIP_COLLAR_LG | 16”-18””L x 1”W
Cow Leather, Glass Beads
WHSL: $50  |  MSRP: $60  



LOCATION: Java, Bali, Lombok

ARTISANS EMPLOYED
#LOVEISPROJECT has created over 100 jobs since the beginning of 
2017.

ECONOMIC EXPANSION
Because of our orders, one of our producers has moved to a facility 
three times the size of their previous one in order to house the new 
workers and production. 

EDUCATION
Our Love is Green Bracelet supports local education - $1 from each 
bracelet is donated to the Green School. 

INDONESIA IMPACT

“ THANKS TO LOVE IS PROJECT I HAVE MORE 
REGULAR WORK AND MORE MONEY FOR MY 
FAMILY. WE HOPE THAT IT WILL GROW AND WE 
CAN CONTINUE TO SHARE ART AND INCOME.

- NYOMAN



SILVER LOVE BRACELETS
This design is a conscious decision to thread the LOVE 
concept through new iterations of the LOVE bracelet. The 
circular dots traditionally symbolize rice in Balinese culture. 
The dots also emulate the Maasai beads in the original 
design of the Kenya LOVE bracelet. Rice & LOVE are both 
plentiful and provide sustenance to the communities who 

make these bracelets. Sterling silver .925

SKU: LIP_SILVER_SM  |  6”L x 0.25”W

Silver

WHSL: $50  |  MSRP: $95 

SKU: LIP_SILVER_MD  |  6”L x 0.37”W

Silver

WHSL: $60  |  MSRP: $125



GOLD LOVE BRACELETS
This design is a conscious decision to thread the LOVE 
concept through new iterations of the LOVE bracelet. The 
circular dots traditionally symbolize rice in Balinese culture. 
The dots also emulate the Maasai beads in the original 
design of the Kenya LOVE bracelet. Rice & LOVE are both 
plentiful and provide sustenance to the communities who 

make these bracelets. Gold plated on silver.

SKU: LIP_GOLD_SM  |  6”L x 0.25”W

Gold Plated

WHSL: $75  |  MSRP: $165 

SKU: LIP_GOLD_MD  |  6”L x 0.37”W

Gold Plated

WHSL: $90  |  MSRP: $185



FABRIC LOVE BRACELET
The LOVE textile is naturally dyed and handwoven on 
traditional looms in Lombok and set in a silver cuff in Bali 
by artisans. It is a month-long process to dye the yarns 
and weave the fabric with the LOVE repeat along with an 

additional 5 hours for hand-setting in silver.

SKU: LIP_FabSilver1 | 6”L x 1”W

Green Woven Cotton, Silver

WHSL: $60  |  MSRP: $148

SKU: LIP_FabSilver2 | 6”L x 1”W

Ivory Woven Cotton, Silver

WHSL: $60  |  MSRP: $148
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PEACE BRACELET
LOVE, PEACE & HAPPINESS. They go hand-in-hand. 
Introducing our new PEACE bracelet. The original LOVE 
bracelet created a social movement around the world, 
connecting the maker and wearer in a common bond of love. 

SKU: LIP_PEACE | 6-10”L x 0.625”W

Cow Leather, Glass Beads

WHSL: $16.70  |  MSRP: $25



SEED BEAD BRACELET
Stand out with our neon LOVE colorways. Go 
surf and swim all you want with our waterproof,  

adjustable, vegan bracelets made in Bali.

SKU: LIP_SEED_ORG  |  6-10”L x 0.5”W

Orange/Green Seed Bead

WHSL: $9.10  |  MSRP: $14 
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SKU: LIP_SEED_PNK  |  6-10”L x 0.5”W

Pink/Blue Seed Bead

WHSL: $9.10  |  MSRP: $14



LOVE IS GREEN BRACELET
Our upcycled LOVE bracelet is beaded on recycled tires and 

backed with EVA foam. These are waterproof and vegan. 

For every LOVE IS GREEN bracelet sold, Love Is Project 
will donate $1 to an Indonesian Bali’s Green School local 

scholarship fund.

SKU: LIP_GREEN | 6-10”L x 0.625”W 

Upcycled Tire Rubber, Glass Beads, EVA Foam 

WHSL: $14.50  |  MSRP: $22



PRETTY IN PINK BRACELET
Fresh, bright, perfect for all seasons. Our pop neon pink 
LOVE, white beaded leather bracelet makes a vibrant 
statement. Originally designed with Mom in mind, the Pretty 
in Pink bracelet is the perfect accessory for the lovely ladies 

in your life . . .  or for anyone who loves pink!

SKU: LIP_WHITEPINK | 6-10”L x 0.25”W

Cow Leather, Glass Beads

WHSL: $11.70  |  MSRP: $18
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LOCATION: Otavalo

ARTISANS EMPLOYED
#LOVEISPROJECT has worked with 14 artisans across two different 
cooperatives - Andean and FAIRE Collection Workshops.

ECONOMICALLY EMPOWERED
All artisans receive formal employment with a dignified wage 
base salary + bonuses based on production. Job benefits such as 
overtime pay, maternity leave, social security, and health insurance 
are honored, which is a luxury that is almost unheard of in the artisan 
sector in Ecuador. 

EDUCATION
A number of artisans use their earnings from the workshop to pay for 
their university studies.

ECUADOR IMPACT
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OTAVALO BRACELETS
In Kichwa culture, red beads symbolize protection, while 
gold beads are reminiscent of corn, which has sustained 
life and brought prosperity to generations of Ecuadorians. 
Faire Collection Workshop artisans receive fair salaries with 
overtime pay, paid vacation and sick time, parental leave, 
health insurance, and company lunches. The new Otavalo 
Amor & Love bracelets, comes with new vegan leather and 

an easy pull-tie closure. 

SKU: LIP_OTAVALO_ABLACK  |  5-9”L x 0.75”W

Vegan leather/Glass beads

WHSL: $25  |  MSRP $40

SKU: LIP_OTAVALO_WT  |  5-9”L x 0.75”W

Vegan leather/Glass beads

WHSL: $25  |  MSRP $40



SKU: LIP_OTAVALO_ARED  |  5-9”L x 0.75”W

Vegan leather/Glass beads

WHSL: $25  |  MSRP $40

SKU: LIP_OTAVALO_TURQ  |  5-9”L x 0.75”W

Vegan leather/Glass beads

WHSL: $25  |  MSRP $40

SKU: LIP_OTAVALO_LBLACK  |  5-9”L x 0.75”W

Vegan leather/Glass beads

WHSL: $25  |  MSRP $40

SKU: LIP_OTAVALO_LRED  |  5-9”L x 0.75”W

Vegan leather/Glass beads

WHSL: $25  |  MSRP $40



ENAMORA BRACELET
“Enamora” literally means “to give love” in kichwa, the 
local language. Bracelets with enamora seeds are given as 
marriage proposals, and as babies’ first gifts. They protect 
you & loved ones from negative energy according to culture. 
We’re selling these special bracelets made by Ecuadorian 
artisans in pairs, so you can gift anyone in need a little LOVE. 

SKU: LIP_ENAMORA | 6.3-11”L x 0.625”W

Natural seed beeds, Chambira thread. The Enamora seed is toxic if 

ingested. Please keep out of reach of pets and children.

WHSL for 2: $9.10  |  MSRP for 2: $25



THE #LOVEISPROJECT IS AN EFFORTLESS EXTENSION OF WHAT I LOVE TO 
DO COMBINED WITH MY BACKGROUND IN RESEARCH & DEVELOPMENT. 

BUT IT WAS A LONG JOURNEY, YEARS IN THE MAKING.

For 12 years, I worked as a Concept 
Designer in the fashion industry in 
NYC. It was a dream job to explore new 
cities and countries however, despite 
its perks, something was missing. I was 
searching for ways to integrate fashion 
for social good. 

My first foray into the philanthropic 
sector was a during a 3 month 
sabbatical in Rwanda in 2008. I 
connected graphic designers to non 
-profit organizations in East Africa to 
rebrand and design graphic tees to 
raise money and awareness for 
women’s sexual violence, genocide 
documentation and school fees and 
supplies for children.

In 2012, these efforts naturally 
dovetailed into The Supply Change, 
a consultancy I started to develop 

more socially-conscious sourcing 
options for the fashion industry. The 
Supply Change connects artisan groups 
to brands and creates concepts and 
products for those collaborations. 
Merging my passions for design and 
international development while using 
my skills and network allowed me to 
evolve my career path from fashion 
towards philanthropy. 

The #loveisproject was my answer 
to constant media exposure of stories 
about fear, war, displacement and 
terrorism, rather than real stories about 
love. The success of the project showed 
an appetite for something different. 
Technology keeps us connected, yet we 
are disconnected in real life. This was an 
experiment in human connection and 
the exponential power of love.

CHRISSIE’S STORY



PARTNERSHIPS

Chrissie designed the original 
LOVE bracelet which was then put 
into production by UBUNTU Made, 
an NGO that provides sustainable 
employment for Kenyan women 
from the Maasai tribe. UBUNTU 

managed production on the ground, 
and distribution worldwide. 

Whole Foods Market launched 
green LOVE bracelets at the 

beginning of June 2015 in their 
US and UK stores, matching AE’s 

order of $200,000. 

American Eagle Outfitters ordered 
20,000 LOVE bracelets for the US and 
UK launch in February 2015, creating 
over 400 jobs with an initial $200,000 
order. Each order translated into real 
earnings for thousands of Maasai and 

their families. and made American 
Eagle the largest employer of Maasai.

#loveisproject collaborated with 
Colette Paris on limited edition 

French LOVE bracelets coinciding 
with Bob Melet’s installation and 

Fashion Week. #loveisproject 
takeovers were developed in Paris 

and London, involving local and 
international artists, photographers 
and filmmakers documenting love 

in their cities.


